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COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHICLE 
SIZE/WEIGHT/SAFETY 

SCREENING & ENFORCEMENT
MANOJ PANSARE, JEROME ANTHONY



MARYLAND SIZE & WEIGHT LIMITS



MARYLAND SIZE & WEIGHT LIMITS



MARYLAND SIZE & WEIGHT LIMITS

Formula for determining gross overweight.

W= 500 (( LN +    12N       +       36))

N-1

W= Overall Gross Weight on any group of 2 or more axles

L= Horizontal distance between 2 or more consecutive axles

N= Number of axles in the group under consideration





MARYLAND SIZE & WEIGHT FINES



MARYLAND OVERWEIGHT FINES
(1) 1 cent for each pound for the first 1,000 pounds of weight over any allowable 

weight;

(2) 5 cents for each pound of excess weight over 1,000 pounds but less than 

5,001 pounds;

(3) 12 cents for each additional pound of excess weight over 5,000 pounds but less 

than 10,001 pounds;

(4) 20 cents for each additional pound of excess weight over 10,000 pounds but 

less than 20,001 pounds; and

(5) 40 cents for each additional pound of excess weight over 20,000 pounds.



MARYLAND OVERWEIGHT FINES
The William Preston Lane, Jr. Memorial (Chesapeake Bay) Bridge, is subject to the following fines:

(1) 1 cent for each pound for the first 1,000 pounds over any allowable weight;

(2) 5 cents for each additional pound of excess weight over 1,000 pounds but less than 2,001 pounds;

(3) 10 cents for each additional pound of excess weight over 2,000 pounds but less than 5,001 

pounds;

(4) 24 cents for each additional pound of excess weight over 5,000 pounds but less than 10,001 

pounds;

(5) 40 cents for each additional pound of excess weight over 10,000 pounds but less than 20,001 

pounds; and

(6) 80 cents for each additional pound of excess weight over 20,000 pounds.



•Required removal -- Overweight 5,000 pounds or less. -- Except as otherwise provided in 

this section, as to any vehicle found to exceed the weight limits permitted under this 

subtitle, if the overweight does not exceed 5,000 pounds, a police officer may require the 

driver to unload the excess weight.

•Required removal -- Overweight exceeding 5,000 pounds. -- Except as otherwise 

provided in this section, as to any vehicle found to exceed the weight limits permitted 

under this subtitle, if the overweight exceeds 5,000 pounds, the vehicle may not be 

moved until the excess weight is unloaded.

MARYLAND OVERWEIGHT FINES



MARYLAND OVERWEIGHT FINES

Operating on any highway in the State constitutes the consent of 
the driver and the owner of the vehicle to measurement and 
weighing.

The driver shall obey every sign, police officer, electronic signal to 
stop the vehicle and submit it to measurement or weighing. 

Failing to obey allows a police officer to take the vehicle and its 
load into custody. A police officer can arrest a driver for failure or 
refusal to submit a vehicle to weighing or to remove excess weight  
after instructed to do so 
(TA 26-202).  



MARYLAND OVERWEIGHT FINES
Notwithstanding any other law, a court may not suspend or reduce a fine imposed for a 

conviction for a weight violation.

If an out–of–state vehicle is subject to a weight violation or an out–of–state person is responsible for 

or operating a vehicle subject to a weight violation:

The person is subject to a citation and further proceedings under Title 26 of this article; or

The vehicle shall be impounded until the fine is paid or acceptable collateral is posted.

Cargo contained in the vehicle may not be impounded.

If the fine has not been paid or acceptable collateral has not been posted within 90 days after the 

date of impoundment, the vehicle may be sold at public auction under the jurisdiction of the 

court to satisfy the fine, accrued interest, and costs.







10 FIXED WEIGH AND INSPECTION SITES

18 VIRTUAL WEIGH SITE SCREENING LOCATIONS

150 COMMERCIAL VEHICLE ENFORCEMENT
PERSONNEL (SWORN & CIVILIAN) EMPLOYED BY  
MARYLAND STATE POLICE 

(APPROXIMATELY 100 ADDITIONAL ENFORCEMENT 
PERSONNEL WITH ALLIED AND LOCAL AGENCIES)



























ROVING ENFORCEMENT TEAMS 

DEPLOYED REGIONALLY













ENFORCEMENT of STATE 

ISSUED HAULING PERMITS  





PERMIT VERIFICATION BY LAW 

ENFORCEMENT  PRIOR TO EXITING 

THE PORT OF BALTIMORE



VIRTUAL WEIGH SCREENING 

SITES LOCATED ON ACCESS 

ROAD TO/FROM THE 

PORT OF BALTIMORE



WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

• Redesign and rehab of older fixed weigh station facilities

• Deployment of scale, WIM, technology and facility upgrades

• Test deployment and high-speed certification (OIML standard) of Kistler 
digital WIM sensors and tire anomaly system – I-83 North, US50 West

• USDOT and/or LPR reader deployment at key VWS locations

• Data driven policy - request electronic ticketing at VWS locations

• Phase-in new system to all 18 VWS sites – new contract bid

• Pending construction at MD 213 North, Nice Bridge North and South VWS







dpearce@mdot.maryland.gov

mpansare@mdot.maryland.gov

janthony@mdot.maryland.gov

Hanover, Maryland

410-582-5719
DUANE PEARCE - DIVISION CHIEF

MANOJ PANSARE - ITD PROGRAM MANAGER
JEROME ANTHONY - DATA, EDUCATION & COMPLIANCE MANAGER
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